[Function of alveoles as a result of evolutionary development of respiratory system in mammals].
Reaction of hemoglobin oxygenation is known to occur for 40 femtoseconds (40 x 10(-15) s). However, the process of oxygen diffusion to hemoglobin under physiologic conditions decelerated this reaction approximately billion times. In mammalian lungs, blood is moving at a high rate and in a relatively high amount. The human lung mass is as low as 600 g, but the complete cardiac output approaches 6 1/min. In rat, from 20 to 40 ml of blood is passed for q min through the lung whose mass is about 1.5 g. Such blood flow rate is possible, as in lungs of high animals there exists a dense network of relatively large microvessels with diameter from 20 to 40 microm and more. In spite of a large volume and a high blood flow rate hampering oxygen diffusion, the complete blood oxygenation occurs in lung alveoli. This is due to peculiar mechanisms that facilitate markedly the oxygen diffusion and that developed in alveoli of mammals in the course of many million years of evolution of their respiratory system. Thus, alveolus is not a bubble with air, but a complex tool of fight with inertness of diffusion. It is interesting that in lungs of the low vertebrates, neither such system of blood vessels nor alveoli exist, and their blood flow rate is much lower than in mammals.